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LEFT An automatic press works to apply designs to T-shirts using screen printing. The machine rotates the shirts around the machine after a step is completed, allowing multiple
garments to be worked on at once. TOP RIGHT The automatic press spreads yellow ink across the stencil to apply that stencil’s specific design to the T-shirt. BOTTOM RIGHT The
back design of the T-shirt shows the different colors used on the garment and how just part of the design can be one color while the rest of the design can be another color.

BEHIND’’THE’’SCREENS

For Weiskamp, screen printing demonstrates value for art, efficiency, quality
By Ashley Wijangco
STAFF WRITER
n a time where digital has come up to power and
gained a reign as king, there’s one area where digital isn’t dominant: the T-shirt printing business.
At least, that’s the case at Champaign’s own Weiskamp
Screen Printing.
As the name suggests, Weiskamp specializes in
screen printing. Aside from that, it also provides embroidery, heat press, and sublimation services.
Digital printing isn’t one of the print services listed
on Weiskamp’s site, but it’s something the company still
does. The site states orders of one to five garments are
typically made using digital printing; anything more is
typically done using screen printing because it’s a simpler and more productive process.
“Once this machine is set up, every five seconds,
there’s a T-shirt made,” said Ed Weiskamp, owner of
Weiskamp Screen Printing. “If you were to put this on
a digital printer, it’s going to take a while to get done.”
For a shirt to be screen printed, stencils and frames
to hold the stencils are needed. Then, the stencils can
be placed on shirts, and soon afterward, ink is applied
and spread out to create the design on the shirt. This is
something the company does on-site in the back of its
building.
The main part of it backroom holds the various
machines for screen printing: automatic presses and
a dryer where shirts go to for ink to dry. In a smaller
room within there, the design are printed on screens
made of fabric, and the fabric is actually turned into
stencils.
Weiskamp said sometimes artists will paint or color on the screen itself, but what his company does is
use a plotter to print the design with black in on “a nice
monofilament polyester that stays nice and tight.” Regardless of what’s used, what doesn’t differ is that it’s
done because the design needs to block out light. But
what prompts Weiskamp to use ink instead of an artist
actually creating art on the screen itself is reliability.
“The way we do it, it’s an industrial process,”
Weiskamp said. “So we need to have somebody that
can we can rely on every day, so we can’t act like an
artist. We have to something really consistent.”
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A design is printed on to a sheet of fabric. The black ink used to
print the design will be removed to create the stencil.

That’s not to say Weiskamp doesn’t have artists
working at his company, though.
Weiskamp said, oftentimes, customers looking to
get shirts printed have an idea of what they want but
don’t have a “perfect, ready-to-go file.” This is where
the artists come in, as he wants his customers to have
what they’re envisioning. But because of the competitive business that screen printing is, time matters, too.
“We have to have really good artists who are fast
and understand the process real well, that take your
idea and then mentally break it down into its component parts that will make a set of screens so that when
it goes onto the press, it’ll be reassembled step-by-step
and form, hopefully, your idea. You have to be able to
do that, and you have to be able to do it fast.”
Screen printing is a process, and neglecting just one
part in that process can ruin the product and its quality.
However, for Weiskamp, it all starts with the artwork.
“Art is important,” Weiskamp said. “We can print
technically a real good print, but if the art isn’t good
— people really judge the T-shirt on the art. They don’t
really look at ‘How thick is it, and how smooth is it?’
That’s not really what they’re looking at. (They’re looking for) ‘That’s a cool design.’”

Digital vs.

A Weiskamp employee sprays water at the sheet,
aiming for the parts with the design. Water dissolves the black ink that was previously printed
on the fabric, allowing for openings to create a
stencil.
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Before the front design of the shirt can be printed,
the back design must be dried, so the shirt goes
through a machine that dries the ink.

From the screen to the shirt

What makes one type of printing better than the other?
- Takes a longer time compared
to screen printing

- Quicker process compared to
digital printing

- More costly because of the
time and less productive nature of the process

- Cheaper because multiple
products can be made at the
same time

The steps Weiskamp Screen Printing uses for screen printing
1. Develop a design.

At Weiskamp, customers can
come up with a design on
their own or get help from
Weiskamp’s artists to create the
design they desire.

2. Place the designs.

- Inks are more expensive

- Inks are cheaper

- More difficult to produce a
quality print on dark materials

- Can print on darker materials
well

The monofilament polyester
screen is then coated with a
photo-sensitive liquid that dries.
The design is then plotted on to
the sheet using black ink.

- Need to be properly pre-treated before being printed on

- Don’t need treatment before
being worked on

3. Place in UV light.

- Prints details on materials
more easily

- More difficult to capture small
details

- Easier to print designs with
multiple colors

- Takes more time to print designs with lots of colors

The sheet is placed under an ultraviolet light. This allows for the
ink the design is printed with to
become soluble to water, which
is important in making the stencil an actual stencil.

4. Create the stencil.

The sheet is sprayed with water,
allowing for the black ink to dissolve and create openings in the
fabric.

5. Apply to the shirt.

The stencils are transferred to
the automatic press and place in
order of which stencils must be
applied first. A plastisol ink is applied to and spread out on each
stencil.

6. Dry the shirt.

When the design is applied fully,
it is placed on a conveyor belt
that enters a machine. This machine allows the design to completely, drying the ink so it sets.

